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      Zen Art to Everything (Lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

Zen Art to Everything, Inner Peace Process 

Zen Art to Everything, Find Your Peace 

 

Verse: 

 

Face the art not the world drama. 

Don't ask confusion or a fuss for validation, empty blame'll wanna dis til' it causes 

arguments  

Watched it many times before dividing peace, lies throwing snits 

Process through to your peace, write a rhyme, (or) poem, teach yourself to chill 

motivate and breathe til’ you're still (“good”…echos :o) 

Learning to be present with yourself try some Ohm 

Quiet rest, be the moment that's real 

Seriously trying to communicate the need to find creative things to do, to process 

"Special U" 

"Okay now we get it", maybe I can draw or scribe a poem 

Or a favorite thought 

"Sure, that's cool" 

Draw picture say a scripture 

20 times if it helps 

Let it be, whatever bothers you 

Hope is mental health 
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Positive vibrations  

Bounce back, to love every nation 

 

Hook: 

Zen Art to Everything, Inner Peace Process 

Zen Art to Everything, Find Your Peace 

 

L.O.V.E. reciprocity apostasy had to happen as it said in the air apparently  

Keep your peace day to day 

Your reality 

Lights gonna shine 

Healing U philosophy 

Harvest story clarity 

Wheat (is) looking at the beast 

And all its lies embarrassing 

Pushing liar scarcity 

Millennial eclipse is the next in the midst of the twits delusion exposed with all 

hilarity  

"That's right"...threaded through so lighten up chill and give us Zen, People's 

peace for Children like a best friend 

Share the air respect shouldn't have to say it drama flesh 

But that's the testimony of the Peace with no end 

Love care serve one another great message, the peace is unhinged from the ages 

air support 

Happy Together rulers wouldn't listen here it goes Rapture Oneness G.O.D report 
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Hook: 

Zen Art to Everything, Inner Peace Process 

Zen Art to Everything, Find Your Peace 

 

Outro: 

 

Find your peace... love is teaching the ages of statecraft manuals that ruled 

Nations through punishment and greed. 

Thousands of years of ruler/peasant stories....Places of perditious power ponder 

pampers predictions pablum priorities and pause for a panicked purpose...the 

Spiritual battle for Democratic peace used to be local and linear but now its 

Global and exponential...1 people... peace to all the "Little nooks"... peace and 

gratitude to "Homage to the story"...1love... 


